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MULTIVARIATE RAXTIONAL APPROXIMATION 
BY 

RONALD A. DeVOREl AND XIANG - MING YU 2 

ABSTRACT. We estimate the error in approximating a function f by rational 
functions of degree n in the norm of Lq(Q). Q:= [O,l]d Among other things, we 
prove that if f is in the Sobolev space w;,k(Q) and if kid - lip + llq > 0, then f 
can be approximated by rational functions of degree n to an order O(n- k / d ). 

1. Introduction. There are many striking results which show that rational functions 
can approximate much better than polynomials. For example, if rn(f) denotes the 
error in approximating f E C[-1, 1] by rational functions of degree n in the uniform 
norm and En(f) denotes the corresponding error for polynomial approximation, 
then Newman [7] has shown that rn(f) decreases exponentially (as n -> 00) when 
f(x) = lxi, but as we know from the results of Bernstein (see [6]) En(f) > en-I, 
n = 1, 2, .... In a slightly different vein, Popov [8, 9] and Brudnyi [1] have given 
classes of functions where rational approximation is better than approximation by 
polynomials. In fact, they show that for each a > 0, the class of functions satisfying 
rn(f) = O(n- a) is much larger than the class which satisfies En(f) = O(n- a). For 
example Popov [9] proved that when a = 1, any f with f' E Lp, P > 1, satisfies 
rn(f) = O(n-l). For polynomial approximation, we can only get such error when 
"roughly speaking" f' E Loo' 

Weare interested in proving multivariate analogues of the results of Popov and 
Brudnyi. We accomplish this by extending the elementary univariate ideas of 
DeVore [3] to the multivariate setting. The approach in [3] is to first approximate f 
by a piecewise polynomial of some small fixed degree consisting of n pieces and 
then to use a partition of unity of low degree rational functions to join these 
polynomial pieces into a rational function approximant. 

In carrying this approach over to several variables, we encounter two main 
difficulties. In the univariate case, the piecewise polynomial is constructed by simply 
"balancing" estimates of the error of polynomial approximation; that is constructing 
n disjoint intervals II' ... , In' where the errors are about equal. In several variables, 
such an approach will not lead to cubes. Therefore we replace this first stage by an 
adaptive approximation which generates cubes Ql"'" Qn on which the error is 
roughly balanced. 
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The second problem we encounter is that in general we cannot piece together local 
polynomial approximants on such cubes when in the partition QI'·'·' Qn' large 
cubes are allowed to neighbor small cubes. For this reason we must modify our 
adaptive procedure to insure that this does not happen. These results on adaptive 
approximation are proved in §3. 

Our results on rational approximation (Theorem 4.1) show the same improvement 
over polynomial approximation as in the univariate case. For example, it follows 
from Theorem 4.1 that if I is in the Sobolev space, Wpk(~) with ~:= [0, l]d the unit 
cube in Rd and p > dlk, then I can be approximated in the uniform norm on ~ by 
rational function of degree n with an error O(n-kld). 

The Sobolev spaces are not satisfactory for describing results about rational 
approximation. For example, we are also interested in the case where the order of 
approximation is O(n-a), where a > ° is not an integer. This requires the introduc-
tion of smoothness spaces of fractional order. But even more importantly, error 
estimates for rational approximation lead naturally to smoothness spaces in Lp for 
p < 1. For example, in the univariate case, the best results on rational approxima-
tion state that when I has smoothness of order a in Lp with a > lip, then 
'n(f) = O(n-a). For this reason, we shall develop our results about rational ap-
proximation for the smoothness spaces Cpa which were studied by DeVore and 
Sharpley [5]. These spaces consist "roughly speaking" of functions I such that a 
fractional derivative I(a) is in Lp. The precise definition of Cpa involves maximal 
functions and is given in §2 together with the properties of these spaces needed for 
our purposes. The spaces Cpa are a generalization of the Sobolev spaces. For 
example, C; = W; if 1 < P ~ 00 and k is an integer. Also C~ is the generalized 
Lipschitz space Lip a. Hence our results contain information about approximations 
of functions from these more classical smoothness spaces. 

2. Polynomial approximation. If I(k-l) is absolutely continuous and J<k) E Lp(I), 
1:= [0,1], then for each x E I, the Taylor polynomial 

( )k-l 
Tx(y):= I(x) + ... +/(k-I)(X) y - x 

(k - 1)! 

satisfies 

(2.1) 

for any interval J which contains x and y. We are interested in generalizations of 
this result to functions defined on ~:= I d , d ~ 1, which have smoothness of order a 
(which may be nonintegral) in L p ' where p may be less than one. 

There are well-known results for polynomial approximation of functions of several 
variables which are somewhat weaker than (2.1). For example, for any cube Q <;:;; ~, 

there is a polynomial P Q of degree < k such that 

(2.2) II II kid-lip 1- PQ 00 ~ clQI II I w;(Q), 
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Here ~k denotes the usual Sobolev space with seminorm 

f!)kf:= L IDPfl, 
Ipl~k 

with derivatives taken in the generalized sense. 
Estimates of the type (2.2) are known as the Bramble-Hilbert lemma to workers in 

finite elements but they go back at least to Sobolev [10] in his study of embeddings. 
The disadvantage of (2.2) when compared with (2.1) is that PQ depends on Q 
whereas in (2.1) Tx depends on x, but is independent of the interval. The reason for 
this is that a function in ~k does not necessarily have ordinary derivatives Daf, 
lal < k, particularly continuous ones, so that the Taylor expansion may not make 
sense. However an analogue of (2.1) can be given if we replace Taylor derivatives by 
Peano derivatives. Any function in W;, 1 ~ P ~ 00, has Peano derivatives of order 
< k almost everywhere (see [5, §5]). More generally, such results hold for the spaces 

C; which we now define. 
The idea behind the spaces Cpa is to define a function fa which takes the place of 

f!) kf when k is not an integer and which is meaningful for functions in Lp when 
p < 1. These functions are defined by their local polynomial approximation. Namely, 
if f E Lp(Q), P > ° and a > 0, we define 

(2.3) fa,p{x):= supIQI-a/dEa(j,Q)p, 
Q3X 

where 

(2.4) 

is the "averaged" error of approximation to f on Q by polynomials P EPa' where 
Pa denotes all polynomials of degree < a. When p = 00, the expression on the right 
side of (2.4) is replaced by Ilf - Plloo(Q). 

When a = k is an integer, fa,p is similar to f!)d. In fact, (see [5, p. 33]) we have 

(2.5) f!)kf{x) ~fk,1(x) ~ M(f!)d){x), 

where M is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator 

(2.6) Mf(x):= sup IQ111lf I· 
[l2Q3X Q 

For a, p > 0, we define the space Cpa as the set of all f E Lp(Q) such that 
fa,p E Lp(Q) and we define its "seminorm" and "norm" by 

Ilfl\C;:= Ilfllp +If\c;· 

In [5], the definition of Iflc' uses fa 1 when p ~ 1, but this is equivalent to the 
p , 

present definition (see [5, Theorem 4.3]). Here and throughout all norms are over Q 
unless otherwise indicated. It can be shown [5, p. 37] that C; is the Sobolev space 
W; with equivalent norms provided 1 < p ~ 00 and k is an integer. 
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If f E Cpa, then f has Peano derivatives DJ(x), Ivl < a for almost every x in Q. 
We let 

._ (y-x)" 
Pxf(y)·- L DJ(x) , 

Ivl<a v. 

denote the Taylor-Peano polynomial whenever the corresponding derivatives exist. 
Then Pxf is defined for almost all x. We can estimate the approximation of f by 
Pxf by using the maximal operator Mp, p > 0, defined for g E Lp(Q) by 

(2.7) Mp(g):= [M(lgnr/p 

with M the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator (2.6). 

LEMMA 2.1. Let ° < p ~ q and a> ° satisfy aid + 11q - lip> 0. If f E Cpa 
and M/fa.p)(x) < 00, then Pxf exists and satisfies 

a/d+l/q ( ) (2.8) Ilf - Pxfllq(Q) ~ colQI Mp fa.p (x) 

for all cubes Q which contain x, with a constant Co depending only on a, p and q. 

For the univariate case, d = 1, this lemma is Lemma 3.1 of [3]. The proof for 
d> 1 is the same. It may be useful to note that the condition aid + II q - lip> ° 
which appears in Lemma 2.1 and later is exactly the condition of the Sobolev 
embedding theorem and guarantees in our case that f E Cpa implies f E L q . 

3. Adaptive approximation. Given a function cf> which is in LAO, 1], clearly there is 
a partition of [0,1] into n intervals I j such that If} 1cf>1 r = n ~lMIcf>1 r. There is no 
immediate generalization of this to functions in Lp(Q), Q:= [O,l]d when d> 1. 
However, if we assume slightly more about cf>, namely that cf> E Ly for some y > r, 
then the adaptive technique of Birman and Solomjak [2] will generate a partition of 
Q into cubes (Q;)~ with N ~ cn and IQ,Icf>l r ~ n~l, i = 1, ... , n. We need some 
additional properties of this partition, most importantly that any neighboring cubes 
have comparable size. In §4, we shall apply this adaptive method with cf>:= MpUa.p) 
and thereby generate a good piecewise polynomial approximation to f. 

LEMMA 3.1. Let ° < r < y. There is a constant c = c(r, y, d) such that for each 
cf> E Ly with 11cf>11 y = 1, there is a partition G of Q into closed cubes with the following 
properties: 

(3.1 ) 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 

Q, Q' E G and Q =1= Q' implies int( Q) n int( Q') = 0, 

flcf>(~n-l, QEG, 
Q 

IQI~n~l, QEG, 
ifQ n Q' =1= o with Q, Q' E G, then IQ'I~ 2d1QI, 
IGI ~ cn. 

PROOF. We can assume that n = m d with m a positive integer. Let I(Q):= IQIcf>l r 

and let e:= n~l. Consider first the partition Po of Q into n closed cubes Q of equal 
size (IQI = n- 1). We will now select good cubes which will end up in our partition G 
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and bad cubes which will need to be further divided. We say a cube Q E Po is bad if 
either I(Q) > 10 or I(Q') > 10 for some Q' E Po which intersects Q. We denote the set 
of all bad cubes in Po by Bo. All remaining cubes in Po are called good and we let 
Go denote the set of all good cubes. 

We now proceed inductively. Suppose Pk , G k and Bk have been defined as sets of 
cubes of measure 2- kdn- 1. We define Pk + 1 as the collection of all cubes which result 
when the cubes of B k are each subdivided into 2d cubes of equal size. We say 
Q E Pk +1 is bad if either I(Q) > 10 or I(Q') > 10 for some Q' E Pk +1 which touches 
Q. The collection of bad cubes in P k+ 1 is denoted by B k + 1 and the collection of the 
remaining cubes from Pk + 1 is denoted by Gk + 1• We let G:= Uk:;. oG k . 

Let us next observe that for some k, B k = cp so that this process terminates. 
Indeed, from Holder's inequality, 

(3.2) 

Since 1 - r/y > 0, I(Q) < 10 provided IQI is sufficiently small. 
We now verify (3.1). Properties (i), (ii) and (iii) are all obvious. To prove property 

(iv) suppose Q, Q' E G with Q E Gk and Q' E Gj" If j ~ k, (iv) is obvious. 
Suppose then that j < k and let Q be the cube in Ij+l which contains Q. We will 
now show that Q E Gj + 1 which means Q = Q and proves (iv). Now if R is in Pj + 1 

and R touches Q, then the parent Ro E Pj of R must touch Q'. Hence I(R) ,:;; 
I(Ro) < 10, as desired. 

For the proof of (v), we introduce B; which consists of all Q E Bj such that 
I(Q) > f. We now associate to each cube Q E Gj+1 a cube Q E B; in the following 
way. If Qo E Bj is the parent of Q, then for a cube Q E Pj which is either Qo or 
touches Qo we have I(Q) > f. Clearly Q E B;. Also any REB; can be a Q for at 
most Ad cubes Q E Gj + 1 with Ad depending only on d; namely Q must be a first 
generation descendent of Q or of a neighbor of Q. Hence 

(3.3) j = 0,1, .... 

Now from (3.2) and the definition of B;, we have for each Q E B;, 
f y/ r ,:;; I(Q)y/r ,:;; (2-jdn-lrl+y/r f Icp( 

Q 

Summing this over all Q E B; and using 10 = n- 1 (and Ilcplly = 1) gives 

(3.4) T:= d(-l + y/r) > 0. 

From (3.3), this gives I:r'IG) ,:;; I:O'IB;I ,:;; en. Since IGol = n, we have (v). 0 

4. Rational approximation. If f E Lq(O), 1 ,:;; q < 00, f E C(O) when q = 00, we 
let 

(4.1) 
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where the infimum in (4.1) is taken over all rational functions of degree ~ n, that is 
all R = PII P2 with PI' P2 polynomials of total degree ~ n. Our main results are: 

THEOREM 4.1. If a, p > 0 and 1 ~ q ~ 00 satisfy aid - lip + 1!q> 0, then 
there is a constant c = c( a, p, q, d) such that for all f E Cpa, we have 

(4.2) n = 1,2, .... 

COROLLARY 4.2. If k is a positive integer and 1 ~ p, q ~ 00 satisfy kid - lip + 
1 I q > 0, then there is a constant c = c( k, p, q, d) such that for all f E Uj,\ we have 

rn(f)q~clflw;n-k/d, n=1,2, .... 

When 1 < p ~ 00, Corollary 4.2 follows from Theorem 4.1 since W/ = C; with 
equivalent seminorms. When p = 1, it follows from the embedding wt ~ C: for all 
r < 1. The latter can be deduced from Theorem 7.1 of [5] and the embedding 
wt ~ Brk,r, r < 1, for Besov spaces. 

The remainder of this section will be devoted to the proof of Theorem 4,1. 
Throughout we will use the notation c, c l , c2 , ... for constants which depend at 
most on p, q, a and d; however the value of c may differ at each occurrence even 
within the same expression, 

We introduce two auxiliary numbers rand y which satisfy r < y < p and 
aid - 1/r + 1/q > 0. Certainly such numbers exist. Their exact value is not 
important but they are to be fixed for the remainder of the paper. If f E Cpa, we let 
F:= MpUa,p)' Since Mp maps Lp into Lr for all r < p (because M maps LI into Ls 
for all s < 1), there is a constant A such that 

(4.3) 

It will be enough to prove our theorem for functions f with Iflca = A-I. Hence 
p 

from now on, we assume that 

(4.4) IIFlly ~ 1. 

We now use the adaptive method of §3 to generate cubes (QJ~ which satisfy 
Theorem 3,1 for <p = F. Let Xi E Qi be chosen so that 

(4.5) F(x;) ~ C~lfQ' pr/r ~ (nIQilrl/r, i=l, ... ,N. 

If Pi := Px ,/ is the Peano-Taylor polynomial as in §2, then for any Qi which 
contains Xi' we have from Lemma 2.1, with 7':= aid + 1/q, 

(4.6) 

We now use the partition G and the points (xJ~ to construct a partition of unity 
consisting of elementary rational functions, Let a:= [a] + 2 and 

(4.7) i=l, ... ,N, 
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where Iyl is the usual Euclidean length of the vector y. Then tfi is a rational function 
of degree < 2da. If we let '1':= Lf tfi' then R i := tf/~ has the following proper-
ties: 

(i) X E fl, 

(4.8) all x, 

(ii) 

In fact tfi ?> con Qi' i = 1, ... , N, and so 'I' ?> c on fl. Hence (ii) follows from (4.7). 
Our rational approximation to I is R:= Lf PiR i. Since Lf Pitfi is a rational 

function of degree < 2daaN and likewise iF is a rational function of degree 
< 2adN, it follows that deg(R) < en. 

To understand why R is a good approximation to I, we note that 

because of (4.6) and the fact that IQil < n-l. On the other hand, away from Qi' the 
function (f - PJR i is dampered by Ri since this latter function is small away from 
Qi. Nevertheless adding up these estimates is a bit tricky. 

We begin by estimating 111- Rllq(Q) for an arbitrary cube Q E G. Since 1- R 
= Lf(f - PJR i, we have 

N 

(4.9) 11/- Rllq(Q) < LiiU- PJRiiiq(Q) = L + L', 

where L' is the sum over all i such that Qi n Q =1= 0 and L is the remaining sum. 
To estimate L', we let Qi be the smallest cube which contains Q and Xi. Because 

of (3.1)(iv), we have IQil < elQil and also IQil < elQI. Hence from (4.6) and (4.8), we 
have with 'T := aid + 1/ q 

Here the last inequality uses the fact that IQil < n-1. Since the number of terms 
appearing in L' is less than a constant e (again because of (3.1)(iv», we have 

(4.10) 

With a little more work, we can give a similar estimate for L In what follows, we 
use the notation XQ to denote the cube with the same center as Q and sidelength X 
times the sidelength of Q. Now, for any integer -00 < P < 00, we let Iv denote those 
indices i which appear in L and for which IQil = 2vdlQI, and we let (Jv denote that 
portion of L which is the sum over i E Iv. Furthermore, for any integer -00 < J.L < 00, 
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we let Iv,1'- denote the set of all i E Iv such that (1 + 21'--1 )Qi does not intersect Q 
but (1 + 21'-)Qi does intersect Q and we let av,1'- be the sum of those terms in av 
which have index i E Iv,I'-' To estimate av,1'- we shall use the following 

LEMMA 4.3. For any p" v, we have 

(i) Iv.I'-=<P ifp,«-v)+-l, 
( ii) Qi:= 4(1 + 21'-)Qi contains Qfor all i E Iv.I'-' 

(4.11) 
(iii) c121'-1Qi1 1/ d ~ Ix - yl ~ c221'-IQiI 1/ d, x E Q, y E Qi' i E Iv,l'-' 

(iv) I IV'I'-I ~ c2l'-d. 

PROOF. To prove (i), we consider two cases. First, if v > 0 and i E Iv,I'-' then from 
(3.1)(iv), any cube which neighbors Qi has measure > 2- d IQJ Since Q does not 
neighbor Qi' (1 + 2- 2)Qi cannot touch Q. Hence p, > -1, as desired. 

Secondly, we suppose v < O. In this case any cube which neighbors Q has measure 
> 2- d1QI = 2- d2- vd IQJ Hence (1 + 2- v- 2)Qi does not touch Q and therefore 

p, > -v - 1. This establishes (i). 
For (ii), we no.te that (i) implies that IQI = 2- vd lQil ~ 2(1'-+1)dIQJ Since (1 + 21'-)Qi 

touches Q, we have Q s;:;; Qi' The upper estimate in (iii) follows from (ii) since Qi 
contains x and y and hence Ix - yl ~ /dIQiI1/d. The lower estimate in (ii) follows 
from the fact that (1 + 21'--1)Q i does not touch Q. 

Finally from (iii) we have that for each i E Iv,I'-' Qi is contained in the ball B(z, p) 
with center z the same as the center of Q and with radius p:= c2 21'-1Qi11/d = 
c221'-2vIQI1/d. Since the Qi are disjoint and all have measure IQil = 2vd lQI, we have 

IIv'l'-l ~IB(z,p)I/2vdIQI ~ c2l'-d. 0 

We can now estimate av.I'-' Let Qi be as in Lemma 4.3. In view of (4.11)(iii), we 
have (see (4.8)) 

Since Qi contains Q and Xi' (4.6) gives with 7':= a/d + l/q 

IIU - Pi)Rillq(Q) ~ II R,licx,(Q) II f - Pcllq(QJ 

~ c2- 2I'-da(nIQil(/r IQJ 

= cn-1/r(2vdIQlr-1/r(2I'-dr2a+T. 

If we now sum over all i E Iv,1'- and use (4.11)(iv), we get 

(4.12) av,1'- ~ cn-1/r(2vdIQlr-1/r(2I'-dr2a+T+1. 

Now, the exponent of 21'-d on the right side of (4.12) is negative because of the 
definition of a (a:= [a 1 + 2). Therefore, to evaluate av, we need to sum a geometric 
series for JL > (-v) +. This gives 

(4.13) -00 < v < 00. 
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If v ~ 0, then (-V) + = 0 and hence (4.13) gives 

(Jv ~ en- 1/ r[2 vdIQll T-l/r, v ~ O. 

169 

Also, if M is the smallest nonnegative integer such that 2Md lQI > lin, then from 
(3.1), we have Iv = 0 and (Jv = 0 if v ~ M. Hence 

M-l 

(4.14) L (Jv ~ en- 1/ r L [2 vdIQW- 1/ r 

~ en-l/rn-T+l/r = en-To 
Similarly, (-v)+= Ivl when v < O. Since 2a - T - 1 + T - 11r > 0 and IQI ~ 

ljn, we have from (4.13), 

v<O 

using this with (4.14) gives L ~ en-To Hence, from (4.10) and (4.9), we have 

(4.15) 

When q = 00, (4.15) immediately gives Theorem 4.1. When q < 00, we have 

Ilf-RII~= L Ilf-RII~(Q)~eNn-Tq~en-aq/d 
QEG 

because N ~ en. 0 
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